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ATTACHMENT G 
St. Louis Public Schools 

RFP#028-1819 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

 
Enrollment and Eligibility Services 
 

1. Why is St. Louis Public Schools issuing this RFP at this time? 
 

Response:  SLPS is required to perform a public bid at a minimum of every 3 years.   

 
2. Is this RFP part of a broader initiative? 

 
Response:  No. 

 

3. What are the goals of this RFP? What metrics will be used to measure success? 
 

Response:  As noted in the RFP, item 6.2 – Evaluation Criteria: 
 

Evaluation Criteria  Points  
Total Price and Cost Effectiveness of Proposal  25  

Systems Capabilities  25  

Demonstrated Record Keeping Capabilities  20  
Experience in providing on-line, FSA, and COBRA services  15  

Experience with School Districts  10  
M/WBE Participation  5  

Total Points Possible  100  

 
 

4. It appears that ADP manages your active population. Can you confirm whether or not ADP also administers 

the retiree population? If so what processes or functions do they administer for the SLPS retirees? 
 

Response:  ADP only handles the enrollment/eligibility of the active population.   
 

5. Does SLPS’ have a centralized administration services group that manages employee calls and certain 
administration to employees?  Do different SLPS locations have any access to the current Fringe Benefits 

system for administration of their population?  

 
Response:  The Selected vendor will handle all employee calls regarding enrollment, eligibility, education and 

COBRA, etc.  SLPS currently has access to online administration to assist employees in updating enrollment 
information, viewing member call logs, reporting, etc. for when issues arise. 

 

6. It is requested that we provide our quote of all services net of commissions.  Currently the consulting 
agreement is with USI.  Can we obtain further understanding of the commissions’ process and annual amount 

allocated?  
 

Response:  USI is the District’s Health and Welfare Benefit Plan Consultant and is paid a fee for these services 
under a separate arrangement.  The services requested in this RFP should be quoted without commissions 

payable to any third party.  USI will not accept commissions from any vendors providing the services outlined in 

this RFP.   
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7. What is SLPS’ strategy for employee self-service?  Does SLPS have an employee benefit portal today? 

 
Response:  SLPS does not currently provide an employee portal.  ADP does provide employees with online access 

to complete change in status, open enrollments, new hire elections, and mid-year changes (late entrants).  In 
addition, they can call ADP customer service to assist with making these same changes via the phone if they 

prefer.  ADP manages these services.  However, employees are required to make demographic changes (address, 

etc.) through the SLPS Human Resource department. 

8. When does your contract with ADP expire? 

 

Response:  December 31, 2019 

9. Are there specific issues with the vendor that is driving St. Louis Public Schools to evaluate other partners?  
 

Response:  No, this is being done because the current contract expires 12/31/19.   

10. Who will make up the selection committee? What are their titles and roles specific to this engagement?            
          

Response:  Please refer to section 3.6 of the RFP 

11. Does the City have a budget in mind for this project? Who owns that budget? 
 

Response:  The SLPS is a separate legal entity from the City of St. Louis.  The District is evaluating the best 
services at the best prices.  Specific budget numbers are not available. 

12. Who is the ultimate decision maker?   

 

Response:  The evaluation and selection committee will submit the final recommendation to the Board for 
approval. 

 
13. Has this project formally gone to bid before? What firms participated? What was the decision? Why? 

 
Response:  Yes, these services are typically sent out for public bid every 3 years.  We do not have a list of the 

participants from 3 years ago.  ADP has been the vendor since 2011, FBMC was the prior vendor. 

14. What date will a final decision be made? What if no decision is made by that date? Is it an option for St. Louis 

Public Schools to do nothing and not change vendors? Why? 
 

Response:  We anticipate the selection committee having a final recommendation mid-May which must then be 
presented to the Board for approval.  Our goal is to present the recommendation during the May/June board 

meetings.  The District is not required to change vendors during the public bid process but is required to evaluate 

all proposals and recommend the best solution for the District. 
 

15.  What are the current fees charged by ADP? 
 

Response: We will not disclose this information. 
 

16. Under Bill reconciliation services:  Describe your reconciliation process.  Can you please provide clarification on 

exactly what information you are looking for here? 
 

Response:  Does your organization currently reconcile bills for any clients as part of the services you perform?  If 
so, please explain your process – how do you obtain the files/bills, do you manually compare the information, do 

you have programming to compare the data, etc. 

 
17. Under Enrollment processing: Are all web processes tracked and accessible to SLPS?  Which web processes 

and exactly what kind of tracking do you require?   Are there reporting requirements with this also? 
 

Response:  The current ADP online software tracks changes, log-ins, etc. so that SLPS can see when and what 
changes were made and by whom. 
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18. Under Medicare Part D Administration: Do services include completing the online disclosure?   Please clarify for 
us. 

 
Response:  CMS requires an annual notice be filed after the credible coverage notices are sent to participants.  

Our question relates to if your organization handles filing the annual online notice to CMS. 

 

19. Are all employees offered the same benefits at the same rates?  For example, are salaried/certificated 

employees offered the same benefits as salaried/non-certificated employees?  What about substitutes and 

temporary employees?  We are trying to determine the number of benefit eligible groups that SLPS would 
require.   

 
Response:  Employee deductions are based on if they are 12-month or non 12-month employees, further 

breakdowns may also be found in the RFP in the section entitled “SLPS Payroll System Overview”. 

20. How many of your benefit plans are COBRA eligible?  
 

Response: 6 total – 2 medical/rx plans, 1 dental plans, 2 vision plan, 1 EAP plan. 

21. How many qualifying events do you average in a typical month?  

 
Response:  The average qualifying event in a month is 25. 

22. Are retirees offered the same group medical plans as active employees?  If not, please identify the # of retiree 

plans that you have.  
 

Response:   Retiree services are not part of this RFP. 

23. Do you offer both pre and post-65 retiree coverage?  If yes, how does the coverage differ for these two 
groups?  

 
Response:  Once an employee retires they can elect COBRA or transition to the Retiree Plan which is a separate 

program not administered by ADP or SLPS. 

24. Are there any retirees who are grandfathered into medical plans that are no longer offered?  If yes, please 

identify these retiree medical plans.  
 

Response:  Retiree services are not part of this RFP. 

25. Does the scope of services you are seeking include billing/collecting premiums from retirees?  
 

Response: Billing/collection would only apply if the employee elected COBRA at time of retirement/separation 
instead of electing to participate in the retirement plan.  Retiree services are not part of this RFP. 

 

26. Does SLPS currently offer its Flexible Spending Account participants the use of a debit card? 
 

Response:  No.  However, if your company offers a debit card, please include in your response. 
 

27. What role, if any, will USI be responsible for in this selection process? 

 
Response:  USI will assist the SLPS evaluation and selection committee in evaluating the proposals and compiling 

the data. 
  

28. Does SLPS have any plans to implement a Health Savings Account (“HSA”) as an option to the existing medical 
plans? 

 

Response:  Not at this time. 
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29. Please confirm any SLPS insurance requirements mentioned in RFP Attachment I – Contract Template. 

 
 Response:  The following Insurance Coverage is required, please provide the necessary documentation. 

 
Comprehensive General Liability: $1,000,000 per occurrence 

Automotive Liability:   $500,000 per occurrence 

Workers Compensation:   Statutory Limit 
Employer’s Liability:   $500,000.00 (If applicable) 

 
 

30. Please confirm how many (if any) monthly non-COBRA direct billing and collection participants (leave, retiree, 
etc.) are included in the RFP General Description of Required Services, item 6. 

 

Response:  The services being requested are for all employees (active, inactive, leaves, terminations, etc.) which 
averages 60 per month.  The services being requested do not include handling the direct billing for the retiree 

population; this is handled by the Retiree administrator and is not part of this RFP. 
 

31. Please describe the current dependent eligibility verification process used by SLPS mentioned in the RFP 

General Description of Required Services. Please include any recent communications about dependent 
eligibility compliance. 

 
Response:  ADP currently checks the status of the dependents enrolled in coverages before they can be made 

active in each vendor system.  All new hires, or dependent adds because of a change in status, require 
dependent eligibility audit. 

 

32. SLPS Open Enrollment - passive or forced? 
 

Response:   Varies by the year and the number of changes made to the benefit plans.  Plan Year 2019 was a 
passive enrollment. 

 

 
33. SLPS average monthly benefit participant turnover: 

 Employees/Retirees – New and terminations? 

 Dependents – New and terminations? 

 
Response:   The average number of new hires is 29 per month, the average terms per month is 33. There are 

approximately 7 new or termination transactions for dependents monthly.  There is normally an increase in both 
after the end of the school year and at the beginning of the school year. 

 

 
34. How many unique weekly eligibility file feeds to carriers will need to be established and maintained?  For 

instance, will you require an ongoing electronic data exchange on a weekly basis with Cigna for the disability 
coverage? 

 

Response: There are currently 3 vendors (UHC, Delta and VBA) that receive weekly file feeds.  However 
depending on the plan selections each year, the number of vendors could change.   The enrollment services 

vendor currently does not exchange data with our Disability Vendor, however, this maybe a feature we explore in 
the future. 
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Dependent Audit 

 

1. Section 8 – Reservations / Stipulations states that the proposer agrees to dedicate the personnel listed in the 

Proposal. Does this imply that the staff providing services to the District cannot provide services to other clients 
besides the District? 

 

Response:  Items 8.5.2 & 8.5.3 are meant to insure that the staff listed in the proposal are the people who would 

actually work on the project should your organization be awarded the job.  It does not require the proposed staff 

to be solely dedicated to this project just to ensure that you propose adequate staffing to uphold the timeline you 

provide in your proposal. 

 

2. Family Status Change – Audit all FSCs to add or drop dependents from coverage.  Does this imply that if an 

employee elects to have a dependent removed or dropped that the District would still want to verify? Typically, if 

an employee chooses to “drop” a dependent through the FSC process, no verification is required.  
 

Response:  FSCs are only allowed as a result of a qualifying event. Proof that a change in family status has 

occurred is always required for additions and drops.  In the event of a family status change, if a dependent was 

added and is not eligible the selected vendor you would follow the procedures established to notify the plan so 

the dependent would be dropped from the plan.   

 

3. Has the District previously conducted an audit of its employees covering dependents? If so, briefly describe the 

audit and when it was conducted. 
 

Response:  Yes a full dependent audit was performed in 2011, ongoing dependent audits have been required 

since that time.  Employees are required to provide documentation in order to add dependents to the plan. 

 


